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Integral Equation for Scattering by a Dielectric
EGON MARX

Absnuct-The determination of the scattered and transmitted transient dure, which takes advantage of the physical principle of causality.
electromagnetic waves produced by a uniform dielectric body is reduced
In Section I1 we consider the problem for a scalar field, because
to the solution of a singular integral equation of the first kind for one
it is simpler than the electromagnetic field and it is often used in
tangential vector field defined on the surface.All derivations are carried
out within the heuristic approach to Green functions and delta functions.approximate theories. An incident wave is scattered by an arbitrarybody of uniformcomposition,and
we reduce thedeterThe electric and magnetic fields are expressed in terms of the sources,
initial values, and the boundary values by means of the Green function
mination of the scattered and transmitted waves to the solution
is defor the scalar wave equation. The appropriate integral equation
of one singular integral equation of the first kind for a function
rived, and the integrals for the scattered and transmitted
fields are given.
defined on the surface of the body.
The simpler problem of scattering of scalar wavesis developed first. ForWe thenextendthisproceduretothe
scatteringof electromulas for the scattering of monochromatic fields are also given
in the
scalar and electromagnetic cases when transmitted fields do not vanish.
magnetic waves by a dielectric body, and in Section I l l we define

I. INTRODUCTION

W

HEN AN ELECTROMAGNETIC wave is scattered by a
perfect conductor, the scattered field can be determined by
integration when the surface currentdensityinduced
on the
surface of the conductor is known. This surface current density
can be determined from the incident
field by solving either the
magnetic field integral equation (MFIE) or electric field integral
equation (EFIE). which are consequences of the boundary conditions at the conducting surface.
If theperfectconductor is replaced by a dielectric, there is a nonvanishing transmitted field
and the boundary conditions
are more complicated. The procedure followed for theperfectconductor
can be generalized by
defining electricand magnetic currentdensities on the surface
[ l ] , [ 2 ] , thus doubling the number of unknown functions.
A similar problem occurs in the scattering of electromagnetic
waves by gratings, where a formalism was developed to generalize
the theory from perfect conductors to
dielectrics or gratings of
finiteconductivitywithout
increasing the number of unknown
functions [3]. This approach hasbeen
used successfully for
numerical calculations in the scattering of monochromatic plane
waves by a metallic grating. The problem is essentially reduced to
the solution of a one-dimensional integral equation for a scalar
function over a finite interval.
We generalize this procedure to the scattering of an arbitrary
electromagnetic wave bya
given uniformdielectric
body. In
this case, we reduce theproblemtoa
two-dimensional vector
integral equation for a single tangential vector field over the surface of the three-dimensional body.
We have previously developed a mathematically rigorous treatment of this problem within the context of the theory of distributions [4] : in this paper we show how the equations can be
obtained from the heuristic approach more familiar to engineers
and physicists,wheredelta
functionsand Green functions are
used in theappropriate versions of Green's theorem as if they
were ordinary functions.
We first develop the formalism for transient fields. The resulting integral equations can be solved by a stepping-in-time procekfanuscript received April 9, 1982;revisedNovember 1, 1982.
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a tangential rector field on the surface that obeys a singular vector
integral equation of the first kind.
In Section IV we present theminormodificationsthat
are
required to apply theequationstomonochromatic
fields. For
thesefields, a simple generalizationallows us to include dispersive media with a finite conductivity.
Thisapproach
shouldfacilitatenumerical
calculationsfor
three-dimensional scattering problems.
11. SCALAR WAVE SCATTERING
We first develop the new method to reduce the determination
ofscattered and transmitted scalar waves tothesolution of a
single integral equation on the surfaceseparating two homogeneous media. Space is divided into two regions V , and V 2 ,separated by a surface S, and the media are characterized by thespeed
of propagation of a scalar wave. The incident wave is specified at
the initial time t = 0 in the region VI.
The field @ satisfies the equations
Oj$(.', t ) = 0 ,

2 € Vi, i = 1 , 2 ,

(1)

and the boundary conditions

@+(2,
t ) = $-(X,

t),

x' ES,

where thesubindex on ad'alembertianoperator
refers to the
speed of propagation, Q has a constantvalue, the normal A points
into V 2 , and the subscripts plus and minus indicate the limits as
x' approaches S from V2 and V I , respectively.
The elementary solution G(jt, t ) satisfies the scalar wave equation with a Dirac delta function source,

oqx', t ) = 6(3)(2)6(t),

(5)

and vanishes for t < 0. We know that the solutionis

G(2.t ) = 6 ( t - r / ~ ) / ( 4 7 ~ ) .

(6)

where r = ; 1 I. Then the free-space retarded Green function is

GL')(.,

t ; 2', t') = G(2 -x", t - t').

U S . Government work not protected byU.S. copyright.

(7)
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We obtain a form of Kirchoff s integral representation of a function $ defined in the volume V and bounded by a surface S with
sources p(x'. t ) and given initial and boundary values by substituting $ and GAo' in the appropriate form of Green's theorem.
We get

tions and has given jumps Q = Ax and q = A(ax/arr) for positive
times on S. We obtain

$(Z t )
-q[;',

1

t')GP)(2x',
t;x'',t')

'(1 1)

(the boundary values in (8) are the negative of the jumps). We
use (6) and

1

- &(x",O)CL0'(2, ti;'. 0 )

to reduce ( 1 1) to

where we use the notation
Since either $ or a$/an is given on S. this equation does notgive
a solutionfor $ until we determinethefunctionthat
is not
given. If we let 2 approach the surface from the outside, the left
side of (8) vanishes, and we obtain an integral equation for the
unknownfunction on the surface. Once this function is determined. (8) gives $ inside V for positive t ; $ vanishes for values
of 2 outside V or for negative times.
If: on the other hand. two arbitrary functions are given for $
and a$/an on S, $(2,t ) asgiven by (8) is discontinuous across
S, but does not have to vanish outside V . The given functions are
equal to the jumpsof $ and a$/& across S.
The field in VI is separatedintotheincidentandscattered
parts,
$ = $in

+

$SC,

x' E V I ,

for func+tion of the retarded time T = t - R/u, where 2 = - ?',
R = I R 1. Thisexpressiondefines
x when 2 is not on S; we
extend this definition to S by choosing the principal value when
an integral is singular. We also introduce the notation

(9)

and the incident field is determined from the initial conditions as
if S and V 2 did not exist. We find from (8) that

If either )I or a$/an vanishes on S, thetransmitted field
vanishes and the scattered field can be computed from a single
function on S that obeys an integral equation. If the transmitted
fielddoes not vanish, it would seem that we have to determine
two unknown functions on S. Following [3]. we show how to
define a single function on S that obeys an integral equation and
provides both the scattered and transmittedfields by integration.
We first studya generic field x thatobeysthe
same wave
equation in V , and V , and has given jumps for y and adan on
the surface S. We then define two auxiliaryfields
and $,,
express them in terms of a single function q on S, and proceed to
deriveanintegral equation for q. Once this equation is solved,
IJ can be found from q by integrations.
We use (8) to find a field x(;. t ) that obeys the homogeneous
wave equation in all space,satisfies homogeneous initial condi-

I),

Thefunctionalsdefined in(16) and (17) produce functions of
2 and t when functions q(2, t)?nd Q(2,t ) are given for 5 on the
surface S and for all t. Since dS contains a factor of the order of
R ; the two integrals that are not preceded by P are not singular.
The time derivative in (17) can also be moved outside the integral
if this facilitates numerical computations.
The values of singular integrals can be determined by separating the surface into a small patch SI about the limiting field point
-+
x. and the remainder 5. We follow Van Blade1 [6] and let; approach
along the normal j2; we set

zo

2 =;o

+hi

(18)

and take the limit h + 0. Then we take the limit as the size of the
patch, characterized byaparameter
u, tendstozero.
On the
patch SI the slowly varying functions q and Q can be approximated by their constant values at ;o: whichare multipliedby
integrals that can be evaluated in this double limit: we have

a+O

h+O+

I
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G 2 can be obtained from 17 by integrations, and find the integral
equation
obeys.
Since $ is continuous across S,(1 5) reduces to
$1 = G ~ { v }

in aspace filled with a mediumwhere waves propagatewith
speed ul. The jumps in $ 2 and a$,/& are determined by the
boundary conditions (3) and (4); theyare

to show that

x+(;,

t) = 2 ;

(35)

4(2, t ) + x(;, t): X'ES.

(22)
(36)

A$2=$2+=$+=$-=$in+$~-,

The first term in the limit implied in X? comes from the contribution of thepatch SI andthe second termcorrespondstothe
integral over 5. We compute Vx in the special case when 4 = 0
and find

V x ( L f)I@=O

(37)

an

To expressthese jumps in termsof
we use (35)forand
(24) and (28) applied to a$ ]/an to obtain
whence

A$2 = Qin + Gl{q}>

(38)

which substituted into (1 5) for a medium where waves propagate
with speed v2 give

+ N 2 { $ ' " + Gl{d}.
(40)
This function does not vanish in VI for arbitrary q ; we impose
this requirement by setting

If 4 does not vanish, the expression for Vx contains integrals that
diverge when the field point is on S [4].We define the functional
N' by setting

$2-

(41)

= 0,

which by (22) and (35)
the first kind
[ $ G I +N2G1

gives the singular integral equation of

+ a ( t G 2 - G I N ; ) ] {a} +
-aG2{a$in/an}

(27)
so that

4 $in
(42)

= 0,

where we use the notation
(431

N~G~{vI=N~{G~{v)).

We now define two auxiliary fields $,and

$2

The functional N2G1 is well defined, since given q on S we
can compute Gl{q}in all space, and, in particular, on S. This
function then serves as the argumentof the functionalN 2 .
Once 77 is determined,
can befoundbyintegrations
as
shown by (35) and(40j, and we write

by

v,,

$] = $SC,

;E

O1$1 =o,

2EV2,

I)(;,

t ) = Gin@, tj + G1{v},

$(,;

t) = n r 2 { ~+9a ~ , { a $ ~ ~ / a n }

x" E V I ,

+ [NZGl + a(- 4G I - G&)]
(33)
(34)
Both fields vanish initially, and each obeys the same wave equation in regions V , and V 2 .We proceed to show that both $ l and

{g},

(44)

E V2.

(45)
It is now fairly straightforward to show [4] that $ satisfies all
required conditions.
111. SCATTERING BY DIELECTRICS

We now follow a similar procedure to determine the scattered
andtransmittedelectromagnetic
fields that result fromthe
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interactionofanincident
field in a region V I of permittivity
e l and permeability pi with a dielectric body ofvolume V2 and
constants e2 and p 2 .
We firstexpress
theelectromagnetic field in terms of its
sources, initial values, and boundary values. The field obeys Maxhomogeneous
a
dielecwell's equations in a region V filled with
tric of constants e and p:

$ ; &

t)
d ~ ; ; ' , t') x v'Gko)(2,

r;;',

t')

=p i ' d t '
-

.+

V *E=p/E,
.$

V-B=O,

v x 2= J+epa,?//ar,

(49)

+ if&T:tr)v'~io)(;,
r ; Z,

-4

where p is the charge density
and
j current
the density.
sources satisfy the charge conservation equation

These

Z g >

t')

ack')(x',r;;',
r')
at'

-3

(50)

v.j+p=O,

initial time.From (48)

so that p has to be given onlyatthe

__
u21 I;' x .

t')

and (49) we derive the relationships

(54)

To deteTine the fieldsin a region V , it is sufficient to give
the sources_j forajl times and p only at the initial tinie, the initial
values of E and B subject to the cozstraints (46) and (47), and
the tangential component of either E or B on the surface S. The
other tangential component can be determined from (53) or (54)
used as an integral equation, plus the relations (51) and (52) for
the normal components. The initial values of the normal components are determined from the initial values of the fields.
Wten both tangential fields are given arbitrarily, the fields E
and B determined by (53) and (54) do not vanish.outside V , and
the given tange2tial Gelds are not the values ofthetangential
components o f E and B on S but their jumps a c r p the2urface.
In the scattering problem, the total
fields E and B obey the
homogeneous Maxwell equations in the regions Vl and V 2 , that
is, we set p = 0 in (46) and rewrite (49) as
.$

which allow us to calculate the normal coFpone2ts of and 2 in
terms of the tangential components of E and B , and the initial
values of the normal components. Theexpression V,.ii stands for
the surface divergence of a vector field E; defined on a surface.
We can use the Green function for the scalar wave equation
with a speed of propagation u = (ell)to obtain [5] [7]
I

2€vj,i=1,2.

vxB-(l/v:)aZ/at=o

(55)

The boundary conditions thathave t o be satisfied are

&x', t )

iXi+=hXX-,

?ES,

(56)

+

izXB:=&XB-,

+ (l/e)p(;',

1

ZES,

(57)

where Q = p2/p1.
The fields in the region V1 are separatedintoincidentand

t')D'GLo)(x', t;? , t')

8(2,t ) = &x',

t ) + SSc(2,
r),

(59)

where theincident fields by definitionobeythehomogeneous
Maxwell equations and propagate in a homogeneous space, thus
satisfying no boundary conditions on S. We assume that the incident fieldsarerestrictedinitially
to the region Vl so that the
scattered fields vanish at t = 0 and the incident fields satisfy the
initial conditions. Equations (53) and (54) reduce to

i
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We let again the field point approach S from either side, and
the resulting limiting values of the fields are

t)

gin(?:

.+

+

E,=++€,

-

(71)

4

;+B.

='+

+:

(72)

We pyceed to define two sets of

auxiliary fields. The fields

El and B 1 propagate in a medium of constants el and p l , they
We now consider generic fields E and 8 that obey the homoge- are equal t? the scattered
fieldin Y , , and the+ tangential comneous Maxwell equations with the same consta+nts $ all sp$ce, ponent of E , is continuous across S. We set i X Q = 0 in (66) and
vanish at t = 0, and satisfy jump conditions A € = Q and A B = (67), and we obtain
+
q on S. The fieldsare given by theappropriateterms in (53)
+

+

2, = GI{ix i }
2] =il{i
x G}.

and (541,

it f
+
Lt&' f

I?=

dt'

d,y' [(i'X

4)X O'Gfp' + i'

$V'Gko)

i rx ;acP)/at;],

s'=

(62)
O'Gfp'

dS'[(i'X ;)X

+ i J- ;7v1~f;P)
- v-2;' x $a~f;P)/at'].
Equations (51) and (52) imply that the normal components
the jumpsare related to thetangential components by

(63)
of

(73)
(74)

Thetangentialvector field X is the unknown field for wkich
we have to find anintegral equation, The field X is analogous
tothe electric and magneticsurfaceCurtentdensities
ofthe
equivalenceprinciple
[2], but it doesnot,haveaparticular
physical meaning and is just a convenient intermediate vari2ble in
t,he computation of the electromagnetic fields. The fieldsE2 and
B2 are equal to the transmitted fields in V 2 , and they v y i s h in
yl. The discontinuities of the tangential components of E 2 and
B2 across S are determinedbytheboundaryconditions(56)
and (57), and theyare
+

ixAE2=~x22+=ix2+=ix2~
+

=2X2"fiXE1-,

(75)

I;x~2=ix22+=ix~+=~xxSilce $ and i vanisbat. 17 0, these equationsdetermineand
ri.4 in terms of ii X Q and n X respectively.
We substitute Gfe' from (6), (7), and (12) into (62) and (63)
and integrate over time to obtain expressions of the form

=&xiii"+ouix~,~.

G,

i = Z { i x I}
+ G{l; x G},
13 =i{i
x }; +${ix $1,
where the functionals2,d , and

'f

(76)

'f

We substitute E , - and B , - from (71) to (74), and we find
X

+.
d2= i X E'"
+

X 2 1 i hX

G},

(77)

(66)

ti

(67)

~ x ~ 2 = ~ x ~ nz - ~ o l ; l X ~ + ~ X ~ (78)
l { i X ~

d'are defined by

t h e y equations express the jumps of the tangential components
of E2 and+B2 in t+erms of z; X We use these jumps in the equations forE2 and B2 obtained from. (66)
and (67), namely
.

6.

22 -L'
- 2 { i x A 2 2 1 + G2{ix ai;,},

(79)

22 = L;{ix Ai,} + 2;{l; x G2}.

(80)

We now have tofind a field ii X that will makeand
vanish in V I . We impose the condition

ixB,- =o,

&
(81)

which leads to the integral equation

--1i
2 x

d2+ ix ZZ{i x AZ2}

+ ri x G2{; x A d 2 } = 0.

4

where n.; and 2;. are functionals of A X and X via (64)
and (65). The fields depend on u both explicitly and through
retardation e.ffects. Also in this case the time derivatives can be
moved outside the integrals which do not become singular on the
surface S.

We make the dependence on
+

+

X

G explicit and obtain

+

;1x[fMl-L2Ml+a(f~2-nj2il)]{;tx~}

+

X

(t E+i " - L+2 { 2 X Zin}- G2{i
x

..

= 0,

(83)
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wherecomposite
the operators
are

defined
as

in

namely

where, acd, in particular, on S, which in turn provides the argument ofL 2 .
+
+
Once A X is determined, the fields E and B are given by

2=z'n+fiil{r;x;),
;€VI.
~=3"+i1{;Ix;}, 2EV1,
E = i2{ix ;in} + d 2 { 4 x ;in} + (Z2&
+ &,L,){A x G}.

eikR(1 - ikR$

(85)

1\f{q}

-

(94)

S

3d2
(87)

x'€ v 2 >

'

Then the field $ can be obtained fromq through (44) and (45).
Similarly, formonochromaticelectromagnetic Rerds, Maxwell's
equations of motion become
+

B' =1i.i2{n x Z i n } + a i 2 { ; x 2 n } + (M;fMl 4d 2
+ L2il){4
x ;>, X'E v,.
-

(88)
Again we canprove [4]that thesefieldssatisfy
all the imposed:onditiys.
We first have to show that (81) implies that
both E2 and B2 vanish in Y , , and then verify that the boundary
conditions are actually satisfied.

-t

VXE-iwB=O,

(95)

v X B'+ iwu-2.i+= p;

(96)

whichreduce to the vector Helmholtz equation

-0 X (V X B ) + w2u-22

= +up;

(97)
In most media, p is very close to the permeability of free space
po. The permittivity e can often be approximated by a constant,
although real media are dispersive, that is, E is a complex function
of w . For
conducting
a
medium
we can approximately set

IV. MONOCHROMATIC WAVES

+

+

i=4wY,

The formalismdeveloped
in the previoussectionscan
be
applied almost unchanged to monochromatic fields, since we are
dealing mostly with boundary conditionson the surface S.
In this section we give new meanings to many of the symbols
usedpreviously; we do not add a subindex
w as is sometimes
done.
The scalar field is represented byacomplexfunction
$(;)$
and the monochromatic field is then Re [t)(i!)eciWf]
. The wave
equation becomes the Helmholtz equation

so that (96) becomes

i w v X 2- k 2 z = 0,

(99)

where k is the complex propagation constant definedby
k 2 = w2p[e(w)+ iu(w)/w] .

( 100)

The normal components of the fields on S are given in terms
of the tangential components by (92) and (93),which become

where the wavenumber is defined by k2 = w2/u2.
Causality for transient waves is replaced by the outgoing wave
condition, expressed by

These equations allow the explicjt eliminationofthenormal
componentsfromtheoperators
L ? 2, and k' given by(68)(70). For monochromatic fields we have

r-+-

where r is the distance to a fixed origin. The elementary solution
of the Helmholtz equation thatsatisfies this condition is
+

P #dS'n(;'). eikR(1 - i k R d
47rR

(86)

+ +

G(x)

=A

i{iX d} = kP fdSf(-i +

i)x x i
(Y;');

eikR

47rR

'

(103)

eikr

=

~

4nr

I

G{;X;i}=P

(91)

and examination of the phase kr - wt shows that constant phase
spheres
the
from
origin.
Thedeterminationofthescatteredandtransmitted
scalar
fields is again reduced toa single integral equationfor an unknown function q on S. The field obeys the Helmholtz equation
with speed u1 in V1: and with speed u2 in V 2 , boundary conditions
the
ofform
(3)
and
(4),
and
is related to a given incident
field $ I n by (9). The scattered field satisfies
outgoing
the
wave
condition, and so does the transmitted field when the region V ,
nfmity.toextends
Fields $ 1 and $ 2 can be defined by (29) and (34) with only
minor modifications, and the discontinuity 77 ofa$,/a, across S
satisfies (42) with new definitions of the operators G. N a n d 1V';

e

(ik---)

fdSf[;

+iw-

${iX o'} = P

-

1-

ik2 A' X
w

.

v:

- 47rR
(Y;'xR
)
;
( 104)

47rR

ids'[

__

1

(ik

$

47rR

-;)

eikR,

-

a>l;

V: (if
x
47rR

(105)

We define thefields
auxiliary
Zl,
andB2 as in Section
111, and these fields can be expressed in' terms of the discontinuity
;2 x { of the tengential component of B l across S by (73), (741,
(79). and ( 8 0 ) with the'new definitions of the operators. Theun-

.
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known
tangential
field X
obeys
the i$egralTquation (83)
and, once this equation is solved, the fields E and B can be found
b y integrations from(85)-(88).

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have shown how the method of solution of
the problem of an electromagnetic wave scattered by a perfect
conductor is extended to the case of a uniform dielectric without
increasing the number of integral equations. We have also presented in detail the analogous problem for scalar waves, both as
a preliminary and for its importancein other fields.
We have dealt with the mathematical difficulties in a nonrigorousway,butthe
results can all be justified [4] if weuse the
theory of distributions.
This method can be applied in several different ways to scalar
andelectromagnetic fields, andit can be generalized toother
wave equations. For instance, we c+m obtain a Somewhat different
Mtegrtl equation by setting A X B2- = 0, or we can assume that
I; X B1 is continuous across S and determine ri X or we can
start from the vector wave equation for the electric field and use
a dyadic Green function [4] .
It is not likely that an extension of this method to the problem of scattering by inhomogeneous bodiescan be formulated,
because then we have to considerintegral equations over the
volume, not just thesurface, of the scatterer. Nevertheless, similar
considerations may reduce the number of unknowns and equations to a minimum.
The integral equation found by this method in electromagnetic
scattering by gratings has been used successfully in the numerical
solution of dirgct. and inverse problems, andwe intend to do likewise for small solids and arbitrary surfaces.

3,
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